To Due Santi by Taxi, Car or Subway/Bus

The Eugene Constantin Campus of the University of Dallas in Rome is located in the Castelli Romani, a group of hills to the south of Rome. Below are directions in Italian that explain how to get to campus.

**Università di Dallas**
**Località Due Santi**
**Via dei Ceraseti, 12**
00047 Marino
**Via Appia Nuova KM 21,4**
TEL: Int’l from USA 011-39-06-93548441
FAX 011-39-06-93548441
Int’l from Europe 00-39-06-93548441
From Italy 06-93548441

**L’ Università di Dallas è sita in Frattocchie sulla Via Appia Nuova al km. 21,4. Uscendo da Roma, si segue l’Appia sempre verso Albano. Al km. 21,4 c’è un semaforo all’ incrocio per Castelgandolfo. Dal semaforo, si gira a destra (indicazione per Fontana Sala) sul Via dei Ceraseti, una traversa fra la Via Appia e la Via Nettunense. L’ingresso dell’Università è dopo 150 m sulla destra.**

**By Taxi:** A taxi ride from the center of Rome to Due Santi should cost at least €50, (approx. $70). A taxi ride from the airport at Fiumicino is at least €60 (approx. $80), and at night 10 euro more.

**RULES FOR TAXIS:**
- Make sure you take only official taxis that have the taxi license number clearly displayed and that have a “TAXI” sign on the roof.
- Catch the taxi at a Taxi Stand or phone for a pickup if you’re not near a Stand (call RADIOTAXI 3570 at 06 661 89097 http://www.3570.it/)
- Avoid unauthorized/unlicensed taxis.

**By Car:** From the Grande Raccordo Anulare (G.R.A.), the ring road encircling Rome, take exit 23: Ciampino/Via Appia S.S. 7 (green sign) away from the city center. Continue straight on the Via Appia Nuova following the signs indicating ALBANO. After 7km watch for TOP Supermercati – a building on the right – and then a TOTAL gas station also on the right. At the following light turn right onto Via dei Ceraseti (a blue sign just before the light indicates Fontana Sala.) After turning onto Via dei Ceraseti the entrance to the U.D. Eugene Constantin Campus will be on the right 150 meters down the road. There is a gate at the entrance to the campus. Push the buzzer and someone in the campus office will open the gate.

**From Leonardo da Vinci Airport (Fiumicino):** After exiting customs at the international arrivals terminal, follow the signs to the FS Railway stazione across the street. Nonstop trains run from the airport to Termini, the main train station of Rome, every hour for €11 ($17.60). Purchase tickets in the airport or from a machine at the station. Once you arrive at Termini follow the subway directions below.

**By Subway and Bus:** Take the Red (#1) Metro Line A to its southern most terminal at Anagnina. Go up the stairs, turn left, and purchase a bus ticket to Due Santi (un biglietto [oon bee-lyet-toh]) at the window on the far end of the open courtyard. Go up the stairwell to platform # 2 in the direction of Albano or Velletti. A blue CoTral bus departs approximately every 20 minutes from platform two. Tell the driver that you will exit at Due Santi (Scendo a Due Santi [shayn-do ah du-ay saun-tee].) Be sure to validate your ticket using the machine at the back or the front of the bus.

The bus ride is about 7 miles long and should take about 20 minutes, but can be much longer if traffic is heavy. The bus stop for Due Santi is to be found a short distance from a supermarket called TOP and a gas station called TOTAL. After passing the TOP on the right prepare to exit the bus. Push the button by your seat to let the driver know that passengers will be exiting the bus at the next stop, and then move towards the exit. The bus is often crowded, so if you can, sit on the right at the front of the bus to remind the driver that you are stopping at Due Santi and to make a quick exit. (Ask your fellow passengers or shout, if need be, to make sure the bus stops at Due Santi). Get off immediately past the first stoplight after TOP. If you’ve gotten off at the correct stop, you’ll see a used car dealership (Città dell’ Automobile) across the Appia. After exiting the bus walk back to the intersection, and turn left onto Via dei Ceraseti. The entrance to campus is on the right, 150 meters down Via Ceraseti.